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Free access ebook for the misadventures of me and my uterus by laurie w.j.n. from
delivering babies to uterine biopsies, this book shares how being a woman can be tough,
but laughter is always the best medicine. topics ranging from; spring-loaded uterus (and
other forms of birth control), nothing says fun like a transvaginal ultrasound, and
ablation – its electric, share the personal struggle of one peri-menopausal woman
through the maze of women’s from delivering babies to uterine biopsies, this book
shares how being a woman can be tough, but laughter is always the best medicine.
topics ranging from; spring-loaded uterus (and other forms of birth control), nothing
says fun like a transvaginal ultrasound, and ablation – its electric, share the personal
struggle of one peri-menopausal woman through the maze of women’s health
challenges. with humor and understanding, this book offers insight into the uniquely
feminine perspective of women’s health care as you enter menopause. this laugh out
loud memoir is relatable to any woman who has ever felt cursed by having a uterus
...more
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PERFECT ON PAPER: THE (MIS)ADVENTURES OF WAVERLY
BRYSON (WAVERLY BRYSON #1)
waverly bryson is a late-20s successful businesswoman who almost has it all:
dream job in sports pr, two best friends, and a bar where everybody knows her
name. what she doesn't have is a ring on her finger, and after being left at the
altar, she's in no hurry. besides, she has plenty of other issues to tackle, including
her wayward father, a new rival at work, and an ever waverly bryson is a late-20s
successful businesswoman who almost has it all: dream job in sports pr, two best
friends, and a bar where everybody knows her name. what she doesn't have is a
Readable/Downloadable
ring on her finger, and after being left at the altar, she's in no hurry. besides, she
has plenty of other issues to tackle, including her wayward father, a new rival at
work, and an ever-shrinking amount of personal time. to keep sane, waverly
makes a habit of jotting down "honey notes," her own brand of self-deprecating
wisdom and pipe-dream for a line of greeting cards. as waverly stumbles back into
the dating scene (no stalkers or jean shorts, please), her personal and professional
lives threaten to collide. perfect on paper reminds readers that everyone has a bad
date (or twelve), and that everyone needs a best friend to tell them, “honey, you
are not alone." ...more

REGULAR GUY (REGULAR GUY (MISADVENTURES OF GUY
STRANG #1)
guy is convinced that the man and woman with whom he has lived all his life
cannot possibly be what they claim to be--his parents. they're too weird! would
anyone else's mother tie-dye every pair of underwear in the house? would anyone
else's father perform the famous oyster trick by sucking an oyster up his nose with
a horrible noise and spitting it out of his mouth--in a guy is convinced that the
man and woman with whom he has lived all his life cannot possibly be what they
claim to be--his parents. they're too weird! would anyone else's mother tie-dye
every pair of underwear in the house? would anyone else's father perform the
Readable/Downloadable
famous oyster trick by sucking an oyster up his nose with a horrible noise and
spitting it out of his mouth--in a restaurant? no--except maybe the parents of the
weirdest, craziest, most unappealing kid in guy's whole class, bob-o. but bob-o's
parents are as normal as parents come--just like guy. this gives guy food for
thought, especially when he finds out that he and bob-o have the same birthday,
and were born in the same hospital! guy and his best friend buzz are determined to
find out the truth about what really took place the day guy and bob-o were born.
readers will delight in weeks's humorous yet sensitive handling of this classic
adolescent phase--the search for identity. 00-01 texas bluebonnet award masterlist
...more

MISADVENTURES OF A PARENTING YOGI: CLOTH DIAPERS,
COSLEEPING, AND MY (SOMETIMES SUCCESSFUL) QUEST FOR
CONSCIOUS PARENTING
in this hilarious, heartfelt book, brian leaf tackles parenting with a unique blend of
Readable/Downloadable
research and humor. he explores attachment parenting, as well as playful,
unconditional, simplicity, and good old dr. spock parenting. he tries cloth diapers,
no diapers, cosleeping, and no sleeping. join him on his rollicking journey in this
one-of-a-kind parenting guide.
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THE BROKE DIARIES: THE COMPLETELY TRUE AND HILARIOUS
MISADVENTURES OF A GOOD GIRL GONE BROKE
"people always say i'm going to look back on these days and laugh - why put it
off?" when angela nissel found herself struggling financially while in college,
instead of sulking, she decided to entertain herself by creating an online journal
that chronicled her day-to-day trials and tribulations. written with humor and
intelligence, her "broke diary" quickly found an audien "people always say i'm
going to look back on these days and laugh - why put it off?" when angela nissel
found herself struggling financially while in college, instead of sulking, she
decided to entertain herself by creating an online journal that chronicled her dayto-day trials and tribulations. written with humor and intelligence, her "broke
diary" quickly found an audience as people wrote to angela to empathize with,
console, and laugh with her about her experiences and even share their own. the
broke diaries is the first complete compilation of her experiences, written in a
voice that is funny, unique, and dead-on. on buying ramen noodles: i am
sooooooo embarassed. i only have 33 cents. i (please don't laugh) put the money
on the counter and quickly attempt to dash out with my chicken flavored salt
noodles. the guy calls me back! i look up instinctively, i should have run why
didn't i run???!! he tells me the noodles are 35 cents. i try to apologize sincerely. i
thought the sign said 33 cents yesterday, so that's all i brought with me. could he
wait while i ran home and get the 2 cents? i show him my student i.d. to let him
know i am not a thief. he shakes his head and motions either for me to get the hell
out of his store and never come back again or get the money as do come back. i
don't know. he said something like "nyeh" and swiped his hand in my direction. i
can't translate hand motions well. the noodles: tasty!!! ...more
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A GEOGRAPHY OF TIME: THE TEMPORAL MISADVENTURES OF A
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGIST, OR HOW EVERY CULTURE KEEPS TIME
JUST A LITTLE BIT DIFFERENTLY
in this engaging and spirited book, eminent social psychologist robert levine asks
us to explore a dimension of our experience that we take for granted--our
perception of time. when we travel to a different country, or even a different city
in the united states, we assume that a certain amount of cultural adjustment will be
required, whether it's getting used to new food o in this engaging and spirited
book, eminent social psychologist robert levine asks us to explore a dimension of
our experience that we take for granted--our perception of time. when we travel to
a different country, or even a different city in the united states, we assume that a
certain amount of cultural adjustment will be required, whether it's getting used to
new food or negotiating a foreign language, adapting to a different standard of
living or another currency. in fact, what contributes most to our sense of
disorientation is having to adapt to another culture's sense of time.levine, who has
devoted his career to studying time and the pace of life, takes us on an enchanting
tour of time through the ages and around the world. as he recounts his unique
experiences with humor and deep insight, we travel with him to brazil, where to
Readable/Downloadable
be three hours late is perfectly acceptable, and to japan, where he finds a sense of
the long-term that is unheard of in the west. we visit communities in the united
states and find that population size affects the pace of life--and even the pace of
walking. we travel back in time to ancient greece to examine early clocks and
sundials, then move forward through the centuries to the beginnings of "clock
time" during the industrial revolution. we learn that there are places in the world
today where people still live according to "nature time," the rhythm of the sun and
the seasons, and "event time," the structuring of time around happenings(when
you want to make a late appointment in burundi, you say, "i'll see you when the
cows come in").levine raises some fascinating questions. how do we use our time?
are we being ruled by the clock? what is this doing to our cities? to our
relationships? to our own bodies and psyches? are there decisions we have made
without conscious choice? alternative tempos we might prefer? perhaps, levine
argues, our goal should be to try to live in a "multitemporal" society, one in which
we learn to move back and forth among nature time, event time, and clock time.
in other words, each of us must chart our own geography of time. if we can do
that, we will have achieved temporal prosperity. ...more
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KNOCKED UP, KNOCKED DOWN: POSTCARDS OF MISCARRIAGE
AND OTHER MISADVENTURES FROM THE BRINK OF
PARENTHOOD
monica murphy lemoine is used to writing postcards from strange, faraway places.
after years of traveling around the world with her peace corps sweetheart-turnedhusband, she finds herself on a blissfully ignorant journey toward new
parenthood. but when the pregnancy ends before it's supposed to, monica is
abruptly launched into a different kind of world that nothing in li monica murphy
lemoine is used to writing postcards from strange, faraway places. after years of
traveling around the world with her peace corps sweetheart-turned-husband, she
finds herself on a blissfully ignorant journey toward new parenthood. but when
the pregnancy ends before it's supposed to, monica is abruptly launched into a
different kind of world that nothing in life has prepared her for. it is up to monica Readable/Downloadable
to navigate this strange land of almost-parenthood, make sense of her own
confusing grief for real and imagined lives lost, and-ultimately-learn to move
forward without someone she loves. a memoir told in postcards, knocked up,
knocked down is about finding solace in the most surprising places when life
knocks you to the ground. and if you have ever lost a loved one, this uplifting
story will help you move upward, too. "monica murphy lemoine worked all over
the world with the peace corps and grew up in a family that never had time to 'sit
around and wallow.' she never comes close to that in this deeply and darkly funny,
anti-trauma memoir. refusing to accept the grief package defined by well-meaning
counselors who said she'd never recover, this book calmly and firmly replies,
'bull#@%&!" -christina gombar, prize-winning author, literary editor for exhale,
and reviewer for bookslut and london review of books. ...more

CURSE OF THE BLUE TATTOO: BEING AN ACCOUNT OF THE
MISADVENTURES OF JACKY FABER, MIDSHIPMAN AND FINE
LADY (BLOODY JACK #2)
after being forced to leave hms dolphin and jaimy, her true love, jacky faber is
making a new start at the elite lawson peabody school for young girls in boston.
but growing up on the streets of london and fighting pirates never prepared jacky
for her toughest battle yet: learning how to be a fine lady. everything she does is
wrong. her embroidery is deplorable, her french after being forced to leave hms
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dolphin and jaimy, her true love, jacky faber is making a new start at the elite
lawson peabody school for young girls in boston. but growing up on the streets of
london and fighting pirates never prepared jacky for her toughest battle yet:
learning how to be a fine lady. everything she does is wrong. her embroidery is
deplorable, her french is atrocious, and her table manners--disgusting! then there's
the small matter of her blue anchor tattoo . despite her best efforts, jacky can't
seem to stay out of trouble long enough to dedicate herself to being ladylike. but
what fun would that be, anyway? ...more

CRAZY AUNT PURL'S DRUNK, DIVORCED, AND COVERED IN CAT HAIR: THE TRUE-LIFE
MISADVENTURES OF A 30-SOMETHING WHO LEARNED TO KNIT AFTER HE SPLIT
if you've ever been dumped, duped, or three minutes from crazy, you'll love crazy aunt purl. side-splittingly
funny and profoundly moving, drunk, divorced, and covered in cat hair is the true-life misadventures of laurie
perry, aka crazy aunt purl, a slightly neurotic, displaced southerner trying to create a new life after her
husband leaves her to 'get his creativity back if you've ever been dumped, duped, or three minutes from crazy,
you'll love crazy aunt purl. side-splittingly funny and profoundly moving, drunk, divorced, and covered in cat
hair is the true-life misadventures of laurie perry, aka crazy aunt purl, a slightly neurotic, displaced southerner
trying to create a new life after her husband leaves her to 'get his creativity back.' (whatever that means.) but
will she get her groove back in a tiny rented apartment, with a mountain of boxes, visible panty lines, and a
slight wine-and-cheetos problem? "i was a thirty-something woman living alone with four cats. i was
probably going to be divorced. i was on the short bus to crazy. i pictured my grandmother making hoopskirted yarn cozies for the toilet paper. i pictured myself making doilies for furniture that i did not own. i saw Readable/Downloadable
my cats wearing knitted hats with lace appliqués. from my vantage point, knitting seemed like 100 percent of
some road i did not want to walk down." yet, surprisingly, it's knitting that saves her and emboldens her to
become fully engaged in life again--to discover new friends; to take risks, however scary; and to navigate the
ins and outs of the modern dating scene. "dating has changed in a decade. now there is a higher chance of
meeting someone who has an internet porn addiction than someone who has a job. in los angeles, your dinner
companion might have served time in pelican bay or run a meth lab. or, worst of all, he might spend all night
talking about his agent, his craft, and what it means to grow as an actor. then he'll ask you to read his
screenplay." and such is life in this quirky, irreverent memoir, a spin-off of the blog phenomenon,
www.crazyauntpurl.com, one of the most successful online diaries in history, exploding to an international
fan base of enthusiastic readers. but don't worry, you don't have to knit to love aunt purl. you just have to
know what it feels like to have loved, to have lost, or to have taken a leap of faith. we've all been there: pass
the wine. ...more
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RUNNING WITH SWORDS: THE ADVENTURES AND
MISADVENTURES OF THE IRREPRESSIBLE CANADIAN FENCING
CHAMPION
prior to the 2004 athens olympics, few canadians - outside fencing circles - knew
very much about sherraine mackay, but as the countdown to those games began,
her name became more and more familiar, and while the world of fencing had
been, up to that time, an esoteric sport at best, it too was suddenly thrust into the
limelight. it helped, of course, that in the last world prior to the 2004 athens
olympics, few canadians - outside fencing circles - knew very much about
sherraine mackay, but as the countdown to those games began, her name became
more and more familiar, and while the world of fencing had been, up to that time,
an esoteric sport at best, it too was suddenly thrust into the limelight. it helped, of
course, that in the last world cup of the season prior to the games, mackay had
won gold (her second) that she had been ranked as high as number two, and
consistently ranked among the top 10 female fencers in the world over the past
Readable/Downloadable
five years. it helped that her photo suddenly began appearing in our national
magazines and in major daily newspapers across canada. it helped that she was
ebullient, outspoken, quick-witted and funny enough to land a spot reading her
letters from paris on cbc radio's the inside track with host robin brown. in a
surprise upset, a greek fencer bested sherraine in athens, though the canadian
women's team, which she anchored, finished fourth - the best finish ever by
canadian women in olympic fencing. "running with swords," is sherraine mckay's
journal, her own story of her incredible journey from tiny brooks, alberta where
she was born, to paris, france where she moved to train for athens while teaching
english as a second language to elite athletes. at once inspiring, thoughtful and
brimming with mackay's sense of humour, it is also the story of young athletes
from canada and around the world, of the sacrifices made in the pursuit of dreams,
the friendships forged, and the joy of the game whether on the track, in the field,
in the water, on the ice, or on the piste. ...more

THE ELUSIVE QUEST FOR GROWTH: ECONOMISTS' ADVENTURES
AND MISADVENTURES IN THE TROPICS
since the end of world war ii, economists have tried to figure out how poor
countries in the tropics could attain standards of living approaching those of
countries in europe and north america. attempted remedies have included
providing foreign aid, investing in machines, fostering education, controlling
population growth, and making aid loans as well as forgiving those lo since the
end of world war ii, economists have tried to figure out how poor countries in the
tropics could attain standards of living approaching those of countries in europe
and north america. attempted remedies have included providing foreign aid,
investing in machines, fostering education, controlling population growth, and
Readable/Downloadable
making aid loans as well as forgiving those loans on condition of reforms. none of
these solutions has delivered as promised. the problem is not the failure of
economics, william easterly argues, but the failure to apply economic principles to
practical policy work.in this book easterly shows how these solutions all violate
the basic principle of economics, that people--private individuals and businesses,
government officials, even aid donors--respond to incentives. easterly first
discusses the importance of growth. he then analyzes the development solutions
that have failed. finally, he suggests alternative approaches to the problem. written
in an accessible, at times irreverent, style, easterly's book combines modern
growth theory with anecdotes from his fieldwork for the world bank. ...more

JUMPING SHIPS: THE GLOBAL MISADVENTURES OF A CARGO
SHIP APPRENTICE
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AT LEAST IN THE CITY SOMEONE WOULD HEAR ME SCREAM:
MISADVENTURES IN SEARCH OF THE SIMPLE LIFE
we all dream it. wade rouse actually did it. finally fed up with the frenzy of city
life and a job he hates, wade rouse decided to make either the bravest decision of
his life or the worst mistake since his botched ogilvie home perm: to uproot his
life and try, as thoreau did some 160 years earlier, to "live a plain, simple life in
radically reduced conditions." in this rol we all dream it. wade rouse actually did
it. finally fed up with the frenzy of city life and a job he hates, wade rouse decided
to make either the bravest decision of his life or the worst mistake since his
botched ogilvie home perm: to uproot his life and try, as thoreau did some 160
years earlier, to "live a plain, simple life in radically reduced conditions." in this
rollicking and hilarious memoir, wade and his partner, gary, leave culture, cable,
Readable/Downloadable
and consumerism behind and strike out for rural michigan–a place with fewer
people than in their former spinning class. there, wade discovers the simple life
isn’t so simple. battling blizzards, bloodthirsty critters, and nosy neighbors
equipped with night-vision goggles, wade and his spirit, sanity, relationship, and
kenneth cole pointy-toed boots are sorely tested with humorous and humiliating
frequency. and though he never does learn where his well water actually comes
from or how to survive without kashi cereal, he does discover some things in the
woods outside his knotty-pine cottage in saugatuck, michigan, that he always
dreamed of but never imagined he’d find–happiness and a home. at least in the
city someone would hear me scream is a sidesplitting and heartwarming look at
taking a risk, fulfilling a dream, and finding a home–with very thick and very dark
curtains. ...more

YOU DESERVE A DRINK: BOOZY MISADVENTURES AND TALES OF
DEBAUCHERY
the riotously funny debut from the drinking star with a youtube problem since
launching her youtube channel “you deserve a drink” in 2011, comedian mamrie
hart has built an intensely devoted following of more than half a million viewers.
like her bawdy and bacchanalian show, hart’s eponymous debut pays tribute to
her boozy misadventures with an original cocktail recipe acc the riotously funny
debut from the drinking star with a youtube problem since launching her youtube
channel “you deserve a drink” in 2011, comedian mamrie hart has built an
intensely devoted following of more than half a million viewers. like her bawdy
and bacchanalian show, hart’s eponymous debut pays tribute to her boozy
misadventures with an original cocktail recipe accompanying each hilarious tale.
from the “leaves of three martini,” commemorating the hookup to whom she
accidentally gave poison ivy, to the “bizzargarita,” in honor of the time she and a
friend were approached by two uber-republican couples who wanted to “swing”
while on vacation in mexico, you deserve a drink is as useful as it is entertaining.
...more
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STONE COLD LIAR (THE MISADVENTURES OF MINK LARUE #5)
"urban erotica has never been hotter!" —nikki turner her billionaire family's
scandalous secrets are as big as their fortune. but consummate con-mami mink
larue plans to play them all for the ultimate high stakes... as a newly-minted
dominion family heiress, mink has new golden moves to snag even more of the
family fortune. trouble is, her hidden love games with seductive un "urban erotica
has never been hotter!" —nikki turner her billionaire family's scandalous secrets
are as big as their fortune. but consummate con-mami mink larue plans to play
them all for the ultimate high stakes. as a newly-minted dominion family heiress,
mink has new golden moves to snag even more of the family fortune. trouble is,
her hidden love games with seductive uncle-by-marriage-only suge have them at
bad-news odds—and more than her heart is in dirty sexy trouble. when the family
patriarch is shot, mink is up against a crossfire of old dominion rivals,
blackmailers, and elegant scammers out to take them down for good. what she
needs is a surprise ally—her identical twin dy-nasty. but her scheming sibling's
conniving threatens to end mink's moneyed ride and ace her into lockdown. with
disaster only one lie away, mink has to flip the script on enemies she never saw
coming—and turn her diamond-honed hustle into the supreme weapon. .more
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SAND IN MY BRA AND OTHER MISADVENTURES: FUNNY WOMEN
WRITE FROM THE ROAD
travel isn’t always what we dream it will be, but...oh the stories that follow! for
the 25 women in this book who packed their sense of humor as they traveled from
alaska to zanzibar, the journey brought tales of misadventure that their children
and grandchildren, and readers of this book, will never forget. smile, chuckle, and
laugh out loud to the candid and comical acco travel isn’t always what we dream
it will be, but.oh the stories that follow! for the 25 women in this book who
packed their sense of humor as they traveled from alaska to zanzibar, the journey
brought tales of misadventure that their children and grandchildren, and readers of
this book, will never forget. smile, chuckle, and laugh out loud to the candid and
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comical accounts of these memorable trips. brigid kelso gets bitten and beaten by
a healer possessed by a goddess in kathmandu in "llamo dolkar" "fifteen minutes
can last forever" when joann hornak is being chased by a herd of fifty african
elephants ellen degeneres’s fear of flying comes out in ripe language shocking the
nun in the next seat in "the plane truth" "herbal girl" deborah bear tests the
strength of ginger when sea sickness overcomes her on a not-so-idyllic voyage
sandra tsing loh vacations in "tahiti!" where she finds the freedom to be fat "a
prude in patpong," jennifer leo discovers the outrageous world of bangkok’s sex
shows cooking up a "rainbow special" in guatemala, cara tabachnick inadvertantly
poisons her new friends with explosive and hilarious results .more

THE THONG ALSO RISES: FURTHER MISADVENTURES FROM
FUNNY WOMEN ON THE ROAD
too many travel guides are dry lists of attractions or portentous histories of a
place. this isn't the case with the thong also rises. hot on the (high) heels of sand in
my bra and whose panties are these? comes this collection of the best in women’s
travel and humor writing. these ms-adventures take readers around the world and
back again — and they’ll be happy to be read too many travel guides are dry lists
of attractions or portentous histories of a place. this isn't the case with the thong
also rises. hot on the (high) heels of sand in my bra and whose panties are these?
comes this collection of the best in women’s travel and humor writing. these msReadable/Downloadable
adventures take readers around the world and back again — and they’ll be happy
to be reading rather than experiencing some of these adventures. subjects include
learning how to go to the bathroom with a pig in thailand, trying to explain that
sex toy to customs while mother is watching, attending naked wedding
ceremonies on valentine’s day in jamaica, conquering that consuming fear of
wooden puppets with a visit to prague, boarding a crusty old soviet bomber in
laos, and more. contributors include such notable writers and comedians as jill
connor browne, wanda sykes, laurie notaro, wendy dale, and ayun halliday.
...more

HOW MY BREASTS SAVED THE WORLD: MISADVENTURES OF A
NURSING MOTHER
"how my breasts saved the world is mother's milk for any new mama struggling
with confounding transformation from woman into human canteen."--"vanity fair
"refreshingly hysterical. any woman can benefit from shapiro's hard-won
education."--"bust magazine "shapiro's memoir offers a welcome real-life
complement to weightier breastfeeding advice."--"brain, child magazin "how my
breasts saved the world is mother's milk for any new mama struggling with
confounding transformation from woman into human canteen."--"vanity fair
"refreshingly hysterical. any woman can benefit from shapiro's hard-won
education."--"bust magazine "shapiro's memoir offers a welcome real-life
complement to weightier breastfeeding advice."--"brain, child magazine in this
Readable/Downloadable
hilarious breastfeeding tell-all--the first of its kind-- lisa wood shapiro recounts
her misadventures of new motherhood from the delivery of her daughter and her
rookie days as a food source to the bittersweet end of weaning. this may be the
information age, but so much of nursing still exists in the smart gal's rumor
culture. only after shapiro shares her own nursing saga, complete with lactation
consultants, chocolate binges, and a new use for green cabbage, do her friends and
relatives confess to their own travails. breastfeeding may be natural, but it is not
always instinctual, and one doesn't have to go it alone. there are professionals who
can make it work without pain, and it does get easier. whether or not your breasts
have been involved in any world-saving activities, you won't be able to put this
book down until you've read the last line. ...more
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MAKING THE GRADES: MY MISADVENTURES IN THE
STANDARDIZED TESTING INDUSTRY
the no child left behind act uses the phrase scientifically-based research more than
100 times when discussing standardized testing, but making the grades raises
serious questions about the validity of many large-scale assessments simply by
describing one man's career in the industry. this first-hand account of life in the
testing business is alternately edifying and hilar the no child left behind act uses
the phrase scientifically-based research more than 100 times when discussing
standardized testing, but making the grades raises serious questions about the
validity of many large-scale assessments simply by describing one man's career in
the industry. this first-hand account of life in the testing business is alternately
edifying and hilarious. ...more
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A MIDSUMMER TIGHTS DREAM (THE MISADVENTURES OF
TALLULAH CASEY #2)
title: midsummer tights dream binding: audiocd author: louise rennison publisher:
harper collins childrens audio
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HOME IS WHERE YOUR BOOTS ARE (MISADVENTURES OF MISS
LILLY #1)
“old habits never die. they just get harder to justify.” – home is where your boots
are heartbreak. home. gunshots. former small town girl turned big city lawyer lilly
atkins has tidily checked off her adult to-do list. prestigious law degree flourishing
career designer wardrobe well-bred fiancé in a moment of cliché, her list gets
whipped out the window. and run over a few t “old habits never die. they just get
harder to justify.” – home is where your boots are heartbreak. home. gunshots.
former small town girl turned big city lawyer lilly atkins has tidily checked off her
adult to-do list. ? prestigious law degree ? flourishing career ? designer wardrobe Readable/Downloadable
? well-bred fiancé in a moment of cliché, her list gets whipped out the window.
and run over a few times. so she heads home to brooks. where the creek is cool
and the gossip is always hot. with nothing better to do, lilly sets up shop to work
off her broken heart. before the paint can dry, her former flame, dr. cash stetson,
shows up requesting representation. for his divorce. two new clients involve a
possible negligent homicide and the desecration of human remains, both cases
stemming from the local hospital. run by cash. when her not so unrequited love’s
wife turns up dead, lilly begins to wonder if the former bad-boy is up to no good.
...more
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